








On Thursday 30th March, ten members of the EPP and the Academy left 
Edgbaston to begin their lengthy journey to the Lake District. The group were in 
high spirits as we watched England win their semi final against New Zealand and 
after dinner we retired for an early nights sleep in preparation for a 6:30 start. 
The next morning the group piled into the minibus again for the trip to lake 
Windermere where we quickly realised we had a tough day ahead of us after we 
were introduced to our instructors from team WAKTU. Challenge Director Tom 
Rothwell introduced a number of words that would hold significance throughout 
the day, such as leadership, self awareness, self belief, mental toughness and 
communication, following this we were given our task for the morning: a 7 mile 
hill trek, where these qualities would be put to the test. We were split into two 
teams with the goal of reaching a number of checkpoints first, and winning the 
accompanying task at those checkpoints. These included burpees, press ups, sit 
ups, squats, lunges and sprints, these tested our physical endurance to the 
limits. After the final checkpoint the summit was now in sight and although a 
daunting final run to the top was to come one last push would see us reach our 
goal. Everyone had been taken well out of their comfort zone throughout the 
challenges, but following a great effort from the group we gathered at the top, 
caught our breath and were able to appreciate our spectacular surroundings for 
the first time. Here we were able to reflect on the keywords given to us and how 
we had implemented and used these skills throughout the morning. In the 
afternoon we went out on to lake Windermere for some kayaking. After being 
split into pairs, we were told to navigate our way to the bottom of the lake, 
where we would race around the island before returning to our starting point. 
The sprint saw our coaches Mark and Darren emerge victorious which we were 
reminded of on many occasions on the long ride home! Although Waktu had 
pushed all ten of us to our mental and physical limits, it was a thoroughly 
enjoyable experience and one that will be greatly beneficial to us all for the 
upcoming cricket season. We wish to thank WAKTU for putting on a great day 
and to all our coaches for putting on such a rewarding and beneficial trip. 
 













  
‘Warwickshire County Cricket Club approached WAKTU for a bespoke and challenging away day in the outdoors that 
addressed a number of objectives set by players and coaching staff. We received all of that and a great deal more, with 
players returning stating that ‘this was the best and worst day of their lives’! This says as much about the thrill and 
satisfaction of conquering fears, challenge, and competition, as for the depths some of the players had to reach to find 
the inner strength required to pull them through the day. This is not just the ‘off the shelf’ experience of many other 
providers. WAKTU went the extra mile (literally) to ensure that our Academy and Emerging Young Players were 
challenged in exactly the right way – be it mental or physical. Highly recommended.’ 
 

Paul Greetham – Warwickshire CCC Elite Cricket Development Manager 






